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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The file FACT.SYS and its auxilliaries PACT.X01, PACT.X02, 
••• , FACT.X77 contain a transaction record of the activity 
on a OECsystem-10 timesharing system. Tbe fact files are 
written by a variety of system programs when each user logs 
on or off the system, runs batch jobs, uses the I/O 
spoolers, and at ten-minute intervals throughout his use of 
the systeJl'l. 

1.1 Standard Information 

Each entry includes an indication of why and when it was 
written, the job number to which it refers, the terminal 
running the job, and the project, programmer number of the 
user. In addition, many entries contain ~dition.l 
info~ation relevant to the particular condition. under 
which they were written, such as the name of the proqram 
runninq, or statistics on useage of sharable resources. 

1.2 Use of,Auxilliary Files 

?rdinarily, all the information described in this document 
18 output to SYS:FACT.SYS, by appending new entria. to the 
end of the existinq file, or by creating PACT.SYS if it does 
not exist. If, however, FACT.SYS should be inacce •• able 
because of LOOKUP or ENTER failures, or because of being in 
a filc-beinq-modified state for ten seconds, each of the 
proqraMs which writes FACT file information is set up to 
qive up on FACT.SYS, and start tryinq to write FACT.X01. If 
this fails, FACT.X02 is tried, and so on, counting in octal, 
to FACT.X77. If all 64 files are inaccessahle, the meSsaqe 

ACCOUrnING SYSTEM PAIWRE •••• 
CALL TilE OPERATOR. 

is printed, and the entry is not written. Note that, 
because the condition which makes a file inaccessable may be 
cleared, FACT.SYS (for instance) may contain entries both 
before and after those in FACT.X01. Proqrams which depend 
on chronoloqical order in the FACT files should merqe the 
auxilliaries with FACT.SYS, sorting on date and tiMe, before 
processinC)'. 
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1.3 Proce •• inq Procedures 

Decause each installation will have different needs for 
reportinq and sumarizinq computing activity, DEC does not 
attempt to provide qeneral purpose proqrams for processing 
the FACT files. It does, however, distribute two proqrams, 
MOREY and PACTPR which provide examples of how reporting 
program. could be written. MO~~ is a simple, supported, 
reportinq proqram, written in MACRO, whereas PACTPR is an 
unsupported conversion proqram, suitable for use as a 
pre-processor to a complex reportinq system which might be 
written in COBOL. 

2.0 DEC .. DEFINED EUTRIES 

A 9-bit byte in the first word of each entry identifies the 
type of the entry. The values 0, 377, and 777 in this type 
code are reserved a8 markers in the PACT files. Values from 
1 to 376 are reserved for definition by DEC, while 400 to 
776 are for custamer definition. 

2.1 Basic Entry Pormat 

The first three words of every entry arc the same, as 
follCW81 

Word' --
o 

Description -----
header 4 bytes, as follows: 

0-8 type code, which identifies the 
reason for writinq the entry, and 
the format of the entry. If the 
type code is even (bi t 8-0), the 
date/time word (2) is in old 
format, with l2-bit date, and 
24-bit time in jiffies. If the 
type code is odd (bit 8-1), the 
date/time word is in new standard 
date time format, and clock rate 
dependencies are not permitted in 
ttme representations. 

9-17 job number to which this entry 
refers. Usually, but not always, 
the job which created the entry. 
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terminal number (as in TTYnnn) to 
which the job is attached. CTY is 
indicated by 7777, and a detached 
job by 7776. 

lenqth of the entry in 
including this header word. 
entry has only the 
information, this byte is, 3. 

words, 
If an 
basic 

project-programmer number to which this entry 
refers. 

date and tu. at which the entry va. created, 
a. followsl 

a. if header bit 8-0, old formatl 

0-11 date, in .ystem 12-bit for.mat. 
12-35 time, in clack ticks since 
m1dnlCJht. 

b. if header bit 8-1, new format. 

0-17 days .ince Mo.. 17, 1858 
18-35 time, a. • fraction of a day 

2.2 LOGIN (100), AT'l'ACR (240) 

When a user lags in, or attaches his terminal to a detached 
jab, only the basic information (as described in 2.1) is 
stored if he i. succes.full 

Terminal and job, number. 
Project" proqram.er number 
Date and time of day 

If, however, the attempt ia unsucce •• ful (e.q., he does not 
know the password), then 20 1s added to the type code, and 
the pasllWOrd he tried is recorded as WlDrd 3. Further, if 
the failure is due' to a program's attempt to LOGIN an 
illegal job on a PTY under its QOntrol, the project 
programmer number of that job is recorded as word 4. LOGIN 
failures, therefore, are recorded as type !20, and, ATTACH 
failures as 260. 
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2.3 CHKPIft' (200) 

At ten~nute intervals throuqhout the operation of the 
.Y.~' so-called CHECKPOINT information is recorded about 
each job in the system. In syatema which use DAEMON, it tak.. the CHECKPOIN'l' at intervals controlled by the CHK'l'IM 
••• .-bly parameter. Other ayst~ may use the CRKPNT 
progr.. to record the same information. In addition to the 
ba.ic info~tion li.ted under 2.1, CRKPNT entries consist 
ofl 

Word. 

3 

4 

5 , 
7 

Description 
•• 

job's accumulated run time, in milliseconds. 

job'. integrated 
kilo-core-ticka. 

time-size product,. in 

total disk blocks read by and for the job. 

total diu blocks written by and for the job. 

name of the prOCJTaID in the low sec)lft8nt, in 
SIXBIT. 

2.4 ~ (140) 

llhen a UHr log. off the .ystem, the LOGOtJ'l' proqrftlft records 
final valuea of all the CHECKPOINT information (except 
progr .. n ... ) to sumariae the job. 

2.5 SPOOL (250) 

Each time the spooler. complete a request, unless assembled 
with PACTSN zero, they call DAEMON to write a PACT file 
entry. '!'he job and terminal numbers in the header word are 
thoa. of the apoolinq proqrBlft, but the ·PPN is that of the 
user for wca the spool requesc was performed. They record 
the followinq data in the PACT file, in addition to the 
baaic informationa 

Word' 
--.~ .. -
1 

Description ---.. ---.. --~ .. 
three bytes, 

0-11 queue name in SIXBIT 
12-17 station number 
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18-35 APR serial number 

runtime used by the spooler for this request, 
in jiffies (clock ticks). 

kilo-core-ticks used by the spOoler for this 
request. 

disk reads by the spooler for this reque.t. 

disk writes by the spooler for this reque.t. 

physical device n... of the .pooler output 
device. 

9 sequence number of the spool reque.t. 

10 quantity of output in.... units a. output 
Itmits for this queue (e.g., pages, feet, 
etc.). 

2.6 SPACE (160) 

When the operator runs the (unsupported) SPACE pro.,raa to 
evaluate disk utilization, he can ask it (with the /pACr 
switch) to record the current fiquras in the PAC!' fl1e far 
later use by a billinq program. This information include., 
in addition to basic data, status of various variable. In 
the retrieval information block of the file directory (UPD 
RIB) for each user on each file structure. the job and 
terminal numbers in the header word refer to tho.. of tb8 
SPACE program, but the PPM 1s that of the UFO to which the 
entry refers. The rest of the entry iSI 

Word. ----
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Description ------
file structure n ... , in SIXBI'1', on which this 
UPD was found. 

UFO status word (.RBSTS) from the UPD RIB. 

first came, first served quota (.RBOTP). 

loqqed-out quota (.RBQTO). 

reserved quota (.RBQTR). 

blocks presently allocated to this 
(.RBUSD) • 

user 
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blocks remaining available for first came, 
first served allocation on this structure 
(.DCPC1') • 

10 one of the followinq three words, in SIXBIT: 

OUT there are no jobs loqqed in under 
this ppn. 

IN there 1s at least one job presently 
loqqed in under this ppn. 

there are no jobs lOCJqed in, but 
the UPD status word shows the 
loqqed-in bit set. Allocation, 
therefore, needs to be recomputed 
for this user. If the /BA'l'CR 
switch was specified, SPACE has 
submitted a dummy batch job to 
force re-camputation of allocation, 
but this job has not completed when 
the entry is written, so word 8 of 
the entry (.RBUSD) may be 
incorrect. 

2.7 Restart (370) 

Whenever DAIMON is run (usually by the OPSER auto startup 
fila), it writes a basic entry, indicatinq that the system 
va. reloaded, 80 the processin9 proqram can reset itself, 
fiqurinq that jobs not loqqed off in the PACT file vere 
running when the sysi:em crashed. 

2.8 Shutdown (372) 

Unimplemented, but intended to mark a scheduled system 
shutdown. 
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2.9 Hiatus (377) 

Whenever the PACT file is updated, the routine which adds a 
new entry checks the last word of the file (as indicated by 
the file length returned by LOOKUP) for the end-of-file code 
(a.e below). If the end-of-file indicator is not found, the 
routine backs up until it finds a ·non-zero word or the 
beginning of the block. Hiatus codes are then stored in the 
word. backed over, to mark the spot where data may have been 
lo.t. 

2.10 Bnd-of-fil. (777) 

The last word in the FACT file should always be the 
end-of-file code. 

2.11 New Entry 'types 

As development of DECsyst~lO software conti"ues, it is 
likely that DEC will add new entry type. to the PACT file •• 
Cuatc:ner' pro;rUUl which process thefi.le i therefore, should 
b. written to ignore, except possibly for. a warninq me.saqe, 
new code. which appear in the file. This will ensure upward 
campatability. 

3.0 CUSTOMER-DEFINED ENTRIES 

Entry types 400 .throuqh 776 are reserved for' customer 
definition and implementation. DEC· recommends that the 
format of the basic information word a be followed in 
customer-defined entries. TWo mechanisms are available for 
customers writing' PAC'!' file entries. The .PACT function of 
the DAEMON UUO is the easiest to use, (documented in UOOPRV, 
in the Specifications section of the Software Notebooks) but 
users with systems which do not run DAEMON may use the 
APPEND subroutine, which may be found in LOGIN, LOGOUT, or 
DAEMON, for instance. Note that the PACT· file contains 
privileqed information, and so is accessab1e only to jobs 
with JACCT or runninq under [1,2]. 

[End of FACT.RNO] 
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